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Abstract—Knowledge graph describes entities by numerous RDF da-
ta (subject-predicate-object triples), which has been widely applied
in various fields, such as artificial intelligence, Semantic Web, entity
summarization. With time elapses, the continuously increasing RDF
descriptions of entity lead to information overload and further cause
people confused. With this backdrop, automatic entity summarization
has received much attention in recent years, aiming to select the most
concise and most typical facts that depict an entity in brief from lengthy
RDF data. As new descriptions of entity are continually coming, creating
a compact summary of entity quickly from a lengthy knowledge graph is
challenging. To address this problem, this paper firstly formulates the
problem and proposes a novel approach of Incremental Entity Sum-
marization by leveraging Formal Concept Analysis (FCA), called IES-
FCA. Additionally, we not only prove the rationality of our suggested
method mathematically, but also carry out extensive experiments using
two real-world datasets. The experimental results demonstrate that the
proposed method IES-FCA can save about 8.7% of time consumption
for all entities than the non-incremental entity summarization approach
KAFCA at best. As for the effectiveness, IES-FCA outperforms the state-
of-the-art algorithms in terms of F1−measure, MAP , and NDCG.
Index Terms—Knowledge Graph, Entity Summarization, Formal Con-
cept Analysis, Incremental Algorithm
1 INTRODUCTION
Knowledge Graph (KG), as one of the most important
infrastructures of artificial intelligence, has received much
attention in both academia [1]–[4] and industrial fields [5]–
[8]. The mainstream large-scale knowledge graphs are all
publicly available on the web, such as Wikidata [9], DBpedia
[10], YAGO [11], [12], LinkMDB [13]. Entities in these knowl-
edge graphs are described by the Resource Description
Framework (RDF), which employs subject-predicate-object
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triples to describe all the resources and their relationships on
the web. Nevertheless, people often suffer from information
overload when searching through a considerable increment
of RDF triples in the knowledge graph. For instance, the
latest English version of DBpedia includes 1.7 billion RDF
triples for 6.6 million entities, where each entity has 258
descriptions on average [14]. Thus, it is essential to provide
a concise summary of the entity to end-users. In such a s-
cenario, the technique of entity summarization has emerged
and become a hot topic in recent years.
Entity summarization aims to provide concise informa-
tion of the entity in the knowledge graph to depict the orig-
inal lengthy entity. Most existing studies on entity summa-
rization focus on one snapshot of entities in the knowledge
graph while ignoring many constant descriptions of entities,
including newly added descriptions. When the knowledge
graph is complex, the efficiency of entity summarization can
be low. In addition, the entities in the knowledge graph
are constantly changing. Hence, recomputation of entity
summarization every time can be time and computational
resources consuming, especially when the knowledge graph
is complex. To this end, we aim to improve the efficiency of
entity summarization and make full use of computational
resources using incremental entity summarization. To better
understand the application of incremental entity summa-
rization, Fig. 1 shows a motivating example.
Fig. 1. A motivating example.
Motivating Example. Fig. 1 shows the entity cards of the
entities Bill Gates and Mark Zuckerberg searched by
Google. The entities in entity cards are from Google KG and
constructed with numerous RDF triples. The representative
descriptions (i.e., entity summarization) of Bill Gates and
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Mark Zuckerberg are selected from numerous descrip-
tions in Google KG and displayed in the entity card panel.
It is important to note that the descriptions of entities
constantly change. For instance, the value of the net worth is
updated yearly. To guarantee the summarization of entity is
updated in time, it is necessary to improve the efficiency of
entity summarization via incremental entity summarization.
Applications. The incremental entity summarization can be
applied in various applications.
Application 1: Search Engine Optimization. As mentioned in
the motivating example, the entity cards in search engine
can provide a brief summary of the entity in KG. The
incremental entity summarization can boost the efficiency
of the entity cards acquisition, although the descriptions of
entity are always massive and ever-changing.
Application 2: Question Answering Optimization. For the ques-
tion answering based on the KG, the incremental entity
summarization can be applied to reduce the size of KG.
To be more concrete, the trivial triples of entity in the
KG can be removed firstly by utilizing the incremental
entity summarization, which can significantly improve the
efficiency of question answering in the pruned KG.
Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) is a powerful data anal-
ysis method, which has been extensively applied in many
ICT fields, such as software engineering [15], [16], data
mining [17], [18], and information retrieval [19], to cite but
a few. FCA performs well in analyzing the binary tabular
data [20]. Considering that the predicates and objects in the
RDF data for an entity can be converted into the form of
binary tabular, it is reasonable to assume that FCA can be
applied to entity summarization. For entity summarization
using FCA, Kim et al. [14] proposed KAFCA, which can
obtain the ranked RDF triples by the weights of extents of
concepts in concept lattice. The experiment results demon-
strate that KAFCA outperforms the state-of-the-art entity
summarization methods.
Challenges. Due to the dynamic nature and massive
scale of knowledge graphs, the efficiency of KAFCA is
limited. To obtain a concise summarization of the entity,
KAFCA considers the original RDF triples and the newly
added RDF triples as a whole when building concept lattice.
Considering that the construction of concept lattice in KAF-
CA is non-incremental, this method can be time-consuming,
especially when the RDF entity descriptions are complex.
Additionally, KAFCA considers giving the same scores to
the concepts with the same cardinality of extents, which is
unreasonable as the cardinality of the corresponding intents
are also influential to the significance of concepts.
To tackle these challenges, we propose an incremental
entity summarization approach to improve the efficiency of
entity summarization with FCA. Furthermore, we improved
the ranking algorithm by considering the importance,
redundancy, and uniqueness of triples for obtaining better
summarization results. The main contributions of this paper
are summarized as follows:
• Formalization of Incremental Entity Summariza-
tion: We pioneer the formalization of incremental
entity summarization with FCA. Incremental entity
summarization in this paper is based on FCA used
to analyze the relationship between predicates and
objects in RDF triples of the entity in the knowledge
graph. Our main idea is to apply an incremental
construction algorithm of concept lattice to entity
summarization and rank the RDF triples by introduc-
ing the importance, redundancy, and uniqueness of
triples based on the hierarchy of concepts in concept
lattice.
• Incremental Entity Summarization Approach: To
address the low efficiency of KAFCA, this paper
proposes IES-FCA, an original incremental entity
summarization approach with FCA. The approach
is applicable for the streaming data environment
where the amount of data is constantly increasing
and the order of data can not affect the summa-
rization results. Firstly, original and newly added
entity descriptions are constructed into formal con-
texts (K1, K2), and then these descriptions are built
into concept lattices (C1, C2). Secondly, we take the
intersection of extents of C1 and C2, based on which
the final concept lattice can be built. Finally, we rank
the RDF triples with the hierarchy of extents and
intents in concept lattice and output the compact
entity summary.
• Improved Ranking Algorithm for Entity Sum-
marization: To address the shortage of KAFCA in
ranking algorithm, our proposed approach IES-FCA
modifies the scoring algorithm for the RDF triples.
Concretely, we assign different scores for the con-
cepts that has extents with the same cardinality while
these scores in KAFCA are the same. In addition, the
importance, redundancy, and uniqueness of triples
are considered in the ranking process, which guaran-
tees the importance, compactness, and uniqueness of
the summary results.
• Evaluation: We conduct extensive experiments to
compare the proposed method with KAFCA and
other state-of-the-art approaches on two real-world
datasets. The experiment results demonstrate that
our proposed method performs better than KAFCA.
Specifically, the efficiency of entity summarization
can be improved up to 8.7% for all entities. Fur-
ther, for the entity whose RDF descriptions consist
of the largest number of predicates, the summary
efficiency can be improved up to 67%. Addition-
ally, the effectiveness of IES-FCA has been proved
compared with other state-of-the-art algorithms in
terms of F1 −measure, MAP (Mean Average Pre-
cision), and NDCG (Normalized Discounted Cu-
mulative Gain). The weighting tests and ablation
study verified the rationality and effectiveness of
the proposed ranking algorithm. Concretely, the re-
sults of F1 −measure improvement on ESBM (En-
tity Summarization Benchmark) v1.0 dataset range
from 5.84% to 32.14% and the results of MAP im-
provement can reach to 17.87%. For the ESBM v1.2
dataset, the results of F1 − measure improvement
and NDCG improvement can be raised up to 4.68%
and 2.41%, respectively.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
introduces the related work. Then, the problem formulation
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is presented in Section 3. Section 4 elaborates our novel
approach. The experimental details are described and exper-
imental results are discussed in Section 5. Finally, Section 6
concludes this paper.
2 RELATED WORK
Entity summarization provides concise information of the
entity in the knowledge graph using various ranking algo-
rithms. RELIN [21] ranks triples of the entity by adopting a
variant of the random surfer model, which is based on non-
uniform probability distributions and applies informative-
ness to the traditional relatedness-based centrality measure.
In order to reduce the redundancy among the returned items
and lower the risk of no item that people are interested
in is returned, DIVERSUM [22] introduced the concept of
diversity for the results of entity summarization. Gunaratna
et al. [23] proposed a novel diversity-aware entity summa-
rization approach, called FACES, which takes into account
the dimensions of diversity, uniqueness, and popularity of
descriptions for each entity. Their approach selects represen-
tative facts to form a concise and comprehensive summary
using the clustering algorithm called Cobweb. FACES-E [4]
is an extension of FACES that utilizes both object and data
type properties to generate entity summarization. Xu et
al. [24] proposed CD that considers the characteristic and
diverse feature selection as a binary quadratic knapsack
problem, in which they apply information theory into the
feature characterizing. LinkSUM [25] is a generic relevance-
centric summarization method that focuses more on objects
rather than diversity of properties. Based on FCA, KAFCA
[14] converts a knowledge graph into a formal concept
employing the tokenized objects and predicates in RDF
triples, and obtains the ranked RDF triples according to the
weights of all predicate-object pairs. BAFREC [26] splits all
facts of entities into categories and then rates each category
using a specific metric, which balances the frequency and
rarity metrics for obtaining summaries on the entity. Wei
et al. proposed an LDA-based model MPSUM [27], which
extends a probabilistic topic model by integrating the idea
of predicate-uniqueness and object-importance for ranking
triples. ES-LDA [28] is a probabilistic topic model that
applies prior knowledge to statistical learning techniques
for entity summarization, which selects top-k triples ac-
cording to the probability distributions of triples. Wei et al.
[29] presented a neural network model ESA and applied
the supervised attention mechanism with BiLSTM to entity
summarization task, which ranks facts by attention weights
for the entity.
Most of the above-mentioned approaches of entity sum-
marization are non-incremental, and thus the efficiency of
entity summarization is low when the knowledge graph is
complex. In addition, the entities in the knowledge graph
change constantly and the corresponding entity summary
should be created timely. Accordingly, it is necessary to
enhance the efficiency of entity summarization. For this,
the previously mentioned FACES [23] adopts an incremental
approach using a modified incremental hierarchical concep-
tual clustering algorithm. FACES adapted an incremental
hierarchical conceptual clustering algorithm named Cob-
web for partitioning feature set, which can cluster items
based on the probability of attribute-value pairs for the
items. Incremental entity summarization can be regarded
as one type of dynamic entity summarization with focus
on the efficiency improvement rather than a comprehensive
description of the entity from the perspective of time evolu-
tion. The literature [30] viewed dynamic entity summariza-
tion for entity cards as the query-dependent nature of the
generated summaries and formulated two specific subtasks
(i.e., fact ranking and summary generation) to address the
problem. Tasmin et al. [31] envisioned an approach to create
a summarization graph capturing the temporal evolution of
entities across different versions of a knowledge graph. They
converted different versions of a knowledge graph into RDF
molecules and adopted FCA to these RDF molecules for
generating the summary information.
3 PROBLEM FORMULATION
This section first formally defines fundamental definition-
s about entity summarization and FCA, which has been
depicted clearly in [28] and [32], respectively. Then, the
problem of incremental entity summarization is formulated.
3.1 Entity Summarization
Entities in the knowledge graph are described by various
RDF triples. Entity summarization simplifies the lengthy
description of entity and provides a concise description.
Definition 1. [28] (Entity Summarization) Given an entity e
and a positive integer k, a summarization of the entity e,
denoted as Sum(e, k), is the top-k subset of all predicates
and corresponding objects that are most relevant to that
entity.
3.2 Formal Concept Analysis
For the sake of simplicity, we only sketch the key notions of
FCA. More preliminaries of FCA can be found in [20], [32].
To avoid confusion, notice that O and P represent the set of
objects (denote objects in the formal context) and the set of
predicates (denote attributes in the formal context) in RDF
triples, respectively.
To better express the core of the work, we propose the
definition of Tokenized Formal Context by modifying the
basic definition of Formal Context [32] as follows:
Definition 2. (Tokenized Formal Context) A tokenized
formal context is organized as a triple K = (O,P, I),
where O = {o1, o2, · · · , on} is the set of objects, P =
{p1, p2, · · · , pm} is the set of attributes, and I is com-
posed of the direct relationship I ′ between O and P and
underlying relationship I ′′ between tokenized objects set
O′ and P . Concretely, if oi and pi are object and predicate
in a RDF triple respectively, we assume that there is a di-
rect relationship: (oi, pi) ∈ I ′. For two pairs of the objects
and predicates (oi, pi) and (oj , pj), if oi and oj share
the same terms by tokenizing the objects, we assume
that there is a underlying relationship: (oi, pj) ∈ I ′′,
(oj , pi) ∈ I ′′. Let I = I ′
∪
I ′′, I ⊆ (O
∪
O′) × P ,
(oi, pj) ∈ I denotes that object oi has the relationship
with pj , and (oi, pj) /∈ I denotes that object oi does not
have the relationship with pj , where oi ∈ O, pj ∈ P .
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Here, “1” and “0” denote (oi, pj) ∈ I and (oi, pj) /∈ I ,
respectively. {
1 (oi, pj) ∈ I
0 (oi, pj) /∈ I
For the sake of simplicity, we used terms Tokenized Formal
Context and Formal Context interchangeably in the remain-
der of this paper. Based on the proposed Tokenized Formal
Context, the following operators for building concepts are
defined:
Definition 3. [32] For a formal context K = (O,P, I), the
operators ↑ and ↓ on X ⊆ O and B ⊆ P are respectively
defined as:
X↑ = {p ∈ P | ∀o ∈ X, (o, p) ∈ I} (1)
B↓ = {o ∈ O| ∀p ∈ B, (o, p) ∈ I} (2)
∀o ∈ X , let {o}↑=o↑, and ∀p ∈ B, let {p}↓ ∈ p↓.
Definition 4. [32] (Concept) Given a formal context K =
(O,P, I), (X,B) is called a concept if (X,B) satisfies
X↑ = B and B↓ = X , where X and B are called the
extent and intent of the concept, respectively.
Definition 5. [32] Let C(K) denote the set of all formal
concepts of the formal context K = (O,P, I). If (X1, B1),
(X2, B2) ∈ C(K), then let
(X1, B1) ≤ (X2, B2)⇔ X1 ⊆ X2(⇔ B1 ⊇ B2) (3)
then “ ≤ ” is a partial relation of C(K).
Definition 6. [32] (Concept Lattice) A concept lattice CL(K)
= (C(K), ≤) can be obtained by all formal concepts
C(K) of a formal context K with the partial order “ ≤ ”.
Its graphical representation is a Hasse diagram. EL(K)
is the set of extents for all concepts in CL(K).
3.3 Problem Description
In this section, we formulate the problem of incremental
entity summarization addressed in this paper. Incremental
entity summarization selects top-k descriptions of the entity
in dynamic knowledge graph where new predicates or
objects are frequently added. For the sake of simplicity, this
paper only focuses on the increment of predicates for the
entity. We also assume that there is no decrease of the RDF
descriptions in the knowledge graph.
Input: A set of RDF triples R of the entity in the incremental
knowledge graph, where R includes original and increased
RDF triples.
Output: A set of ranked top-k RDF triples R1.
Process: Firstly, we construct two formal contexts (K1,K2)
for original and newly added RDF triples, respectively, and
then obtain two concept lattices CL(K1) and CL(K2). After
that, we make intersection T of the extents of CL(K1) and
the extents of CL(K2), i.e., T = EL(K1) ∩ EL(K2). Based
on obtained intersection, the final concept lattice can be
built. Finally, we rank the RDF triples by the importance,
redundancy, and uniqueness of triples based on the hierar-
chy of extents and intents in the final concept lattice.
4 PROPOSED APPROACH
This section discusses: 4.1 the framework of incremental
entity summarization; 4.2 how to construct the Tokenized
Formal Context; 4.3 the details of our proposed approach;
4.4 a relevant proof on the correctness of our proposed
approach; 4.5 the improved ranking algorithm for entity
summarization; 4.6 the algorithm descriptions.
4.1 Framework of Incremental Entity Summarization
Recall from Section 1 that Kim et al. [14] presented KAF-








Fig. 2. The framework of incremental entity summarization.
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summarization results than the state-of-the-art approaches.
However, considering that KAFCA is non-incremental and
the concept lattice can always be constructed in exponential
time, the efficiency of entity summarization by KAFCA is
limited, especially in the complex knowledge graph. Our
proposed approach aims to reduce the time cost for gen-
eration of the entity summary by invoking an incremental
algorithm for generating the concept lattice.
To better understand the problem, Fig. 2 depicts the
framework of incremental entity summarization with F-
CA. Here, o and p represent the object and predicate
of the entity, respectively. We use the triples of actual
entity to illustrate the Fig. 2. Concretely, p1, p2, p3, p4
and p5 refer to name, rdf − schema#label, description,
surname and givenName, respectively. o1, o1, o3, and
o4 indicate “Kippis,Andrew”@en, “Britishminister”,
“AndrewKippis”@en, Andrew, respectively. As shown in
Fig. 2 (a), first, the unordered RDF triples are input as initial
data, and then they are constructed as a formal context using
the binary relationships between the tokenized objects and
predicates, as shown in Fig. 2 (b). Subsequently, a concept
lattice is constructed based on the obtained formal context
(Fig. 2 (c)). Finally, we select top-k RDF descriptions as
an entity summarization by the proposed ranking algo-
rithm that introduces the importance, redundancy, and
uniqueness of triples for entity summarization (Fig. 2 (d)).
These mentioned procedures of entity summarization oc-
curred at time t1 are static, which only focuses on a snapshot
of the entity.
However, the entity descriptions on the web are not stat-
ic and change frequently. For instance, new RDF triples are
added at time t2. As concept lattices can grow exponentially
large in the worst case [33], it is unnecessary to repeat the
whole procedures for obtaining the entity summary. Thus,
we presented a novel attribute-incremental algorithm for the
construction of concept lattice to enhance the efficiency of
entity summarization. The details of our proposed approach
are described in the next subsection.
4.2 Tokenized Formal Context Construction
In this section, we illustrate how to tokenize the objects
of triples and construct the tokenized formal context using
the following triples of the actual entity “3WAY FM” in
ESBM dataset [34]:
(3WAY FM, subject, Category : Radio stations in V i
ctoria) and (3WAY FM, broadcastArea, V ictoria (Aus
tralia)).
The tokenized objects of triples can be obtained
by splitting the objects into several single terms
according to the segmentation principles including
underline, camelcase, space, etc. For instance, the object
Category : Radio stations in V ictoria can be tokenized
as: Category, Radio, stations, in, and V ictoria. According
to Definition 2, the direct relationships between predicates
and objects can be discovered in the formal context.
Besides, if the objects of two triples share the same terms by
tokenizing the objects, the underlying relationships between
predicates and objects can also be discovered. For example,
in Fig. 2 (b), we use the tokenized object 1[2] and tokenized
object 2[1] to represent that the object 1 and object 2 share
the same terms. More generally, for the predicate-object
pairs (subject, Category : Radio stations in V ictoria)
and (broadcastArea, V ictoria (Australia)), the objects
of which all contain the term of V ictoria. Then,
two potential relationships between the predicates
and objects are added to construct the tokenized
formal context: (subject, V ictoria (Australia)), and
(broadcastArea, Category : Radio stations in V ictoria
). The direct and potential relationships between predicates
and objects together form the tokenized formal context.
4.3 Incremental Entity Summarization with FCA
Inspired by our previous work [35], the proposed method
can be described as follows:
Fig. 2 (b) and (f) are the formal context of original
and newly added triples, respectively. The original formal
context, the incremental formal context, and the final formal
context are defined as: K1 = (O,P1, I1), K2 = (O,P2, I2),
and K = (O,P, I), respectively.
Firstly, we construct original formal context K1 and
newly added formal context K2 according to the rela-
tionships between tokenized objects and predicates from
RDF descriptions of the entity. Secondly, original concept
lattice C1 = CL(K1) and newly added concept lattice
C2 = CL(K2) are built using the obtained formal contexts.
Thirdly, we take intersection T of EL(K1) and EL(K2).
Afterwards, we obtain the intent i for each extent e ∈ T ac-
cording to i← e↑, where the final concepts can be obtained.
Finally, we obtain the ranked RDF triples using a modified
algorithm that employs the importance, redundancy, and
uniqueness of triples based on [14]. More specifically, we
grade and rank the RDF triples using the importance of
extents in concepts. The intuition of this approach is that
the fewer objects an extent contains, the more important the
objects are. Furthermore, the redundancy is introduced to
reduce the ranking score of the triples with the same object,
while the uniqueness of predicates is used to select the
unique triples.
Example 1. Fig. 2 (c) is the initial concept lat-
tice of K1, whose concepts are: (∅, {p1, p2, p3}),
({o1, o2}, {p1, p3}), ({o3}, {p1, p2}), ({o1, o2, o3}, {p1}),
({o3, o4}, {p2}), ({o1, o2, o3, o4}, ∅). Fig. 3 (a) is the
concept lattice of the newly added formal context
K2, whose concepts are: (∅, {p4, p5}), ({o1, o2}, {p4}),
({o4}, {p5}), ({o1, o2, o3, o4}, ∅). Then, we can obtain
the extent set T by making intersection of T1 and T2,
where T1 = EL(K1), T2 = EL(K2). The extent set T
are: {{o1, o2, o3, o4}, {o3, o4}, {o1, o2, o3}, {o1, o2}, {o3},
{o4}, ∅}. Then, the corresponding intent i of each extent
e in T is obtained by i ← e↑. Finally, we obtain the fol-
lowing concepts: (∅, {p1, p2, p3, p4, p5}), ({o4}, {p2, p5}),
({o3}, {p1, p2}), ({o1, o2}, {p1, p3, p4}), ({o3, o4}, {p2}),
({o1, o2, o3}, {p1}), ({o1, o2, o3, o4}, ∅).
Fig. 3 (b) shows the actual concept lattice of the final
formal context K, which is consistent with the obtained
concepts by our method. Based on the obtained concept
lattice, entity summarization can be generated.
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Fig. 3. Concept lattice of K2 and K.
4.4 Correctness of the Proposed Approach
Considering that our proposed approach applies an incre-
mental algorithm to entity summarization, it is necessary to
prove the correctness of the method.
Theorem 1. Given three formal contexts K1 = {O,P1, I1},
K2 = {O,P2, I2}, and K = (O,P1 ∪ P2, I1 ∪ I2), the
relationship among the set of the extents of K1, K2, and
K satisfies the following equation:
EL(K) = {X1∩X2|X1 ∈ EL(K1), X2 ∈ EL(K2)} (4)
where EL(K) is the set of extents for all concepts in concept
lattice CL(K), and X1 and X2 are a set of extents in EL(K1)
and EL(K2), respectively.
Proof:
1) For the original and newly added formal context
K1, K2, the sets of extents EL(K1) and EL(K2),
the sets of attributes P1 and P2, ∃X1 ∈ EL(K1),
X2 ∈ EL(K2), B1 ⊆ P1, B2 ⊆ P2, assume that
concept (X1, B1) ∈ concept lattice CL(K1), concept
(X2, B2) ∈ concept lattice CL(K2). According to
Definition 3, we have that X1 ∩ X2 = B↓1 ∩ B
↓
2 =
(B1∪B2)↓. Due to B1∪B2 ⊆ P1∪P2, we have ((X1∩
X2), (B1 ∩ B2)↓↑) = ((B1 ∩ B2)↓, (B1 ∩ B2)↓↑) =
concept lattice CL(K), hence, X1 ∩X2 ⊆ the set of
extents EL(K).
Moreover, for the formal context K, the set of
extents EL(K), the sets of attributes P1 and P2,
∃X ∈ EL(K), B ⊆ P1 ∪ P2, assume that (X,B) ∈
concept lattice CL(K). According to Definition 3,
we have that X = B↓ = (B ∩ (P1 ∪ P2))↓ =
((B∩P1)∪(B∩P2))↓ = (B∩P1)↓∩(B∩P2)↓. Due to
B∩P1 ⊆ P1 and B∩P2 ⊂ P2, we have (B∩P1)↓ ∈
the set of extents EL(K1) and (B∩P2)↓ ∈ the set of
extents EL(K2), respectively. Therefore, EL(K) =
{X1 ∩X2|X1 ∈ EL(K1), X2 ∈ EL(K2)}.
2) Typically, for P2 = {m}, K2 = {O,m, I2},
∃X ∈ EL(O,P1, I), we have that the set of
extents EL(O,P1 ∪ {m}, I) = EL(O,P1, I) ∪
EL(O, {m}, I2) = EL(O,P1, I) ∪ {X ∩ m↓}.
According to 1), we have the set of extents
EL(O, {m}, I2) = {m↓, ∅↓} = {m↓, O}.
According to Theorem 1, we have that the set of extents of
the formal context K equals to the intersection of the set of
extents of formal contexts K1 and K2.
4.5 Improved Ranking Algorithm for Entity Summariza-
tion
This section describes the modification of ranking algo-
rithm that introduces the importance, redundancy, and
uniqueness of triples for entity summarization based on
[14]. In [14], the authors rank the RDF triples according to
the cardinality of extents for the concepts in concept lattice,
the intuition of which is that the concept is more important
when the cardinality of extent of concept is smaller. How-
ever, the cardinality of intents is also an important factor
that can not be ignored. Thus, we improved the ranking
algorithm by considering the cardinality of extents and
intents simultaneously. Additionally, in order to reduce the
redundancy of RDF triples and quantize the importance
and uniqueness of each triple, the following ranking indi-
cators are defined:




where len(entity) denotes the number of RDF triples of
the entity, and number(p) is the number of predicate p
in all triples. From Equation (5), we can observe that the
rarer the predicate of the triple in all triples is, the more
unique the triple is, which means that the triple can be more
representative of the entity. For all the RDF triples, by calcu-
lating the uniqueness of each triple, more triples containing
unique properties can be assigned with higher scores and be
selected. Then, the score of each triple ranking(s, p, o) can
be defined accordingly:
ranking(s, p, o) = len(entity)− hierarchy
−redundancy + uniqueness
(6)
where hierarchy and redundancy are related to the hier-
archy of concepts in concept lattice. When we re-rank all
the concepts according to the ascending order of the cardi-
nality of extents, the importance of extents in the obtained
concepts decreases as the cardinality of extents increases.
Consequently, the hierarchy can be utilized to obtain more
important triples, because the concepts with fewer objects
are located at higher layers and can be assigned with higher
scores. In addition, due to the same object in RDF various
triples, the selected triples should avoid triples with the
same object occurrence. Thus, we use redundancy to lessen
the ranking score when the triples with the same object have
been selected.
Fig. 4. The ranking process for the concept lattice of K.
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Example 2. In Fig. 3 (b), the obtained con-
cepts are: ({o3, o4}, {p2}), ({o1, o2, o3}, {p1}),
({o1, o2}, {p1, p3, p4}), ({o3}, {p1, p2}), ({o4}, {p2, p5}).
Fig. 4 illustrates the ranking process for the obtained
concepts. Firstly, we re-ranked the concept lattice based
on the cardinality of extents for the concepts. Typically,
the concepts with the same cardinality of extents are at
the same layer and the concepts with less cardinality
of extents are at higher layer. For the original 5 triples
in Fig. 2: (s, p1, o1), (s, p1, o3), (s, p2, o4), (s, p3, o2),
(s, p2, o3), and the newly added 2 triples: (s, p4, o1),
(s, p5, o4), we can obtain len(entity) = 7. According to
the Equation (5), the values of uniqueness for all triples
are calculated as follows:
uniqueness(s, p2, o4) = 3, uniqueness(s, p5, o4) = 7
uniqueness(s, p2, o3) = 3, uniqueness(s, p1, o1) = 3
uniqueness(s, p3, o2) = 7, uniqueness(s, p4, o1) = 7
uniqueness(s, p1, o3) = 3
Concretely, because the number of predicates p2
and p5 in all triples is 2 and 1, respectively,
uniqueness(s, p2, o4) = 3 and uniqueness(s, p5, o4) = 7
by the Equation (5). When assigning the scores to triples,
we traverse all concepts and calculate the scores of
triples ranking(s, p, o) according to the hierarchy of the
re-ranked concepts. More specifically, we traverse the
concepts in different layers as the cardinality of extents
of concepts (or the layer of concepts) increases. For the
concepts at the same layer, the cardinality of intents
of the concept is bigger, and the concept is calculated
first. For example, ({o4}, {p2, p5}) and ({o3}, {p1, p2})
are both at the second layer and the concepts are cal-
culated first compared to the concepts in other layers.
Due to ({o4}, {p2, p5}) and ({o3}, {p1, p2}) have the
same number of extent and intent, they are given the
same score. Here, the score for a triple (s, p, o) is deter-
mined by the concept that first appeared. For instance,
({o4}, {p2, p5}) and ({o3, o4}, {p2}) are located at the
second and third layer, respectively. Then, the score of
the triple (s, p2, o4) that contains o4 is calculated by the
({o4}, {p2, p5}) rather than ({o3, o4}, {p2}), although the
latter also contains o4. In terms of the redundancy, it is
added into the Equation (6) only when the score of triple
that contains the same object is calculated again. For
example, when calculating the concept ({o4}, {p2, p5})
that refers to the following two triples: (s, p2, o4) and
(s, p5, o4), the redundancy is added into the Equation
(6) when calculating the ranking score of the (s, p5, o4)
as (s, p2, o4) contains the same object o4. Therefore, the
traversal sequence of the concepts and the corresponding
scores of the triples can be obtained as follows:
ranking(s, p1, o3) = 7− 1 + 3 = 9
ranking(s, p2, o3) = 7− 1− 1 + 3 = 8
ranking(s, p2, o4) = 7− 1 + 3 = 9
ranking(s, p5, o4) = 7− 1− 1 + 7 = 12
ranking(s, p1, o1) = 7− 2 + 3 = 8
ranking(s, p4, o1) = 7− 2− 1 + 7 = 11
ranking(s, p3, o2) = 7− 2 + 7 = 12
Finally, the RDF triples can be sorted in descending order
by the ranking scores.
Compared with KAFCA, our improved ranking algo-
rithm can perform better on distinguishing the importance
of these concepts with the same cardinality of extents. In
addition, the uniqueness and redundancy of triples are
also considered into the ranking process, which can ensure
that the most representative triples are selected and the
performance of entity summarization is improved.
4.6 Algorithms
Algorithm 1 Incremental Entity Summarization Algorithm
Input:
A set of RDF triples for the entity, R
The parameter of output RDF triples, k
Output:
A set of ranked top-k RDF triples R1
1: Initialize K1 = ∅, K2 = ∅
2: begin
3: Get tokenized objects O, original predicates P1, incremental
predicates P2 by segmentation operation from R
4: end
5: begin
6: K1 = (O,P1, I1)
7: K2 = (O,P2, I2)
8: C ← IncrementalConcept(K1,K2)
9: end
10: Obtain R1 by invoking Ranking Algorithm
Based on Theorem 1, we propose an incremental entity
summarization algorithm listed as Algorithm 1. Firstly, a
set of RDF triples for the entity, R, and the parameter
of output RDF triples, k (given by users), are given in
input. Then Line 1 initializes original formal context K1 and
newly added formal context K2. The purpose of Lines 2-
4 is to obtain the tokenized objects O, original predicates
P1, incremental predicates P2 from initial data R. After
that, original formal context K1 and incremental formal
context K2 can be assigned with binary relation value (“0”
or “1”) according to the relationships between the obtained
objects and predicates (Lines 6-7). At Line 8, by invoking
the algorithm IncrementalConcept(K1,K2), the final concept
lattice can be built. Finally, we rank RDF triples of the entity
via Ranking Algorithm at Line 10.
Algorithm 2 Non-incremental Entity Summarization Algo-
rithm
Input:
A set of RDF triples for the entity, R
The parameter of output RDF triples, k
Output:
A set of the ranked top-k RDF triples R1
1: Initialize K = ∅, C = ∅
2: begin




6: K = (O,P, I)
7: C ← BasicConcept(K)
8: end
9: Obtain R1 by invoking Ranking Algorithm
For comparison, Algorithm 2 details the algorithm of
non-incremental entity summarization [14]. The differences
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between this algorithm and Algorithm 1 lie at Lines 2-4 and
Lines 5-8. On the one hand, Algorithm 2 considers the initial
input of RDF triples for the entity as a whole, thus the entire
tokenized objects O and predicates P can be acquired (Lines
2-4). On the other hand, Lines 5-8 in Algorithm 2 obtain the
final concepts by BasicConcept(K). The ranked RDF triples
R1 and R2 are output as shown at Line 9.
Algorithm 3 IncrementalConcept(K1,K2)
Input:
The formal contexts K1, K2
Output:
A set of concepts C
1: Initialize C = ∅, C1 = ∅, C2 = ∅, T = ∅, T1 = ∅, T2 = ∅
2: begin
3: C1 ← BasicConcept(K1)
4: C2 ← BasicConcept(K2)
5: end
6: for each concept (X,B) ∈ C1
7: T1 ← X ∪ T1
8: end
9: for each concept (X,B) ∈ C2
10: T2 ← X ∪ T2
11: end
12: T ← T1 ∩ T2
13: for each extent e ∈ T
14: i← e↑




A formal context K
Output:
A set of concepts C
1: Initialize T = ∅, P = ∅, C = ∅
2: begin
3: T ← Add the set that contains all objects in K
4: P ← Add all attributes in K
5: end
6: for each attribute a ∈ P
7: for each extent e ∈ T
8: T ← e ∩ a↓
9: end
10: end
11: for each extent e ∈ T
12: i← e↑
13: C ← (e, i) ∪ C
14: end
15: Return C
As for algorithm IncrementalConcept(K1,K2), Line 1
initializes concept sets (C,C1, C2), extent sets (T, T1, T2).
After that, Lines 2-5 assign with values to C1 and C2
through BasicConcept(K1) and BasicConcept(K2), respec-
tively. Based on the obtained C1 and C2, the extent sets T1
and T2 can be obtained by two loop operations (Lines 6-
11), respectively. Followed by taking the intersection of T1
and T2 (Line 12), we utilize the obtained intersection T to
construct the final concept lattice (Lines 13-16).
BasicConcept(K) is a non-incremental construction algo-
rithm of concept lattice. Firstly, Line 1 initializes the extent
set T , attribute set P , concept set C. Then Lines 2-5 are the
assignment operations for T and P . Finally, we can obtain
the all extent set T (Lines 6-10) and concepts set C (Lines
11-15) according to Definition 4.
Algorithm 5 is the modified algorithm of entity summa-
rization based on FCA, which considers the importance,
Algorithm 5 Ranking Algorithm
Input:
A set of concepts C
A set of RDF triples for the entity, R
The parameter of output RDF triples, k
Output:
A set of the ranked top-k RDF triples R1
1: Initialize final score, hierarchy, redundancy, uniqueness = 0,
i = 1, object list = ∅
2: begin
3: C1 ← Rank concepts according to the cardinality of extents
and intents in C
4: s, p, o← Obtain the subject, predicate, object from R
5: end
6: for each concept (X,B) ∈ C1
7: for each extent e ∈ X
8: number p = count(p)
9: uniqueness = length(R)
number p
10: if entity ∈ ’dbpedia’
11: if extent ∈ object list
12: final score[s, p, extent] =
13: length(R)− hierarchy − redundancy
14: object list← object list ∪ extent
15: continue
16: end if
17: final score[s, p, extent] = length(R)−
18: hierarchy + uniqueness
19: object list← object list ∪ extent
20: else if entity ∈ ’lmdb’
21: if extent ∈ object list
22: final score[s, p, extent] =
23: length(R)− redundancy
24: object list← object list ∪ extent
25: continue
26: end if
27: final score[s, p, extent] = length(R)+
28: uniqueness
29: object list← object list ∪ extent
30: end if
31: end
32: hierarchy + = 1, redundancy + = 1
33: end
34: begin
35: final score← Rank final score in descending order accord-
ing to its value
36: end
37: for each s, p, o ∈ final score
38: if i <= k




redundancy, and uniqueness of triples in ranking the RDF
triples of the entity compared to [14]. Line 1 initializes the
final score final score of each triple, other variables. Line 3
ranks the concepts C according to the cardinality of extents
and intents in C, where the concepts C are firstly ranked by
the cardinality of extents, and then ranked according to the
cardinality of intents when the cardinalities of extents are
the same. Line 4 obtain the subject, predicate, and object
from R. Then, we calculate the final score (Lines 6-33)
considering the importance, redundancy, and uniqueness
of triples.
More specifically, the importance of triples is calculated
according to the hierarchy of concepts in C1. In other words,
if an extent in concepts has fewer objects, the objects are
more important and the corresponding scores for these
objects are higher. Due to the existence of the same objects
in various triples that should avoid being selected as the
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summarization of the entity, the redundancy is introduced
to lessen the scores of triples that the triples with the same
objects have been in existence. By utilizing the uniqueness,
the more unique and representative triples can be selected,
because the predicates of triples usually represent one re-
spect of the entity and the rarity of the predicates can be
selected as the uniqueness of the entity. Intuitively, the more
rare the predicates are, the more representative the triples
that contain the predicates are.
Concretely, Lines 8-9 calculate the number of predicate
p in all triples and the corresponding uniqueness of p.
Then, the scores of the triples from the DBpedia dataset and
LinkedMDB dataset are obtained at Lines 10-19 and Lines
20-33, respectively. For avoiding redundancy of the sum-
marization, Lines 11-16 and Lines 20-26 lessen the scores
of the triples with the same objects. Lines 17-19 calculate
scores of the triples on the DBpedia dataset by consid-
ering the importance and uniqueness, while Lines 27-30
calculate scores of the triples on the LinkedMDB dataset by
considering the uniqueness. The reason why we omit the
importance from the LinkedMDB dataset is that the objects
of the triples are in the form of a specific number rather than
meaningful token. This prevents hierarchy of concepts from
distinguishing the importance of concepts and triples. Line
32 assigns incremental values to hierarchy and redundancy
with traversing the concepts in C1. After that, Lines 34-
36 rank the final score in descending order according to
its value. Finally, the remaining procedures (Lines 37-42)
output the ranked top-k RDF triples.
5 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we first introduce the datasets and imple-
mentation detail of our experiments, and then depict the
evaluation criteria. Afterwards, we present the comparison
approaches and discuss the experimental results. All exper-
iments are implemented with Inter(R) Core (TM)i5-8250U
CPU@1.60GHz 1.80GHz 16GB-RAM PC under Windows10
system.
5.1 Datasets and Implementation
The real-world dataset ESBM 1 we employed in experiments
is available in [34], which contains two benchmark datasets
for evaluating entity summarization. ESBM is currently the
largest available benchmark dataset that can be found in
the real-world. ESBM v1.0 and v1.2 consist of 140 entities
and 175 entities selected from DBpedia2 and LinkedMDB3,
respectively. For each entity, ESBM provides its original
descriptions, with the addition of 6 top-5 and 6 top-10
ground-truth summaries created by crowdsourcing. Con-
cretely, ESBM v1.0 is a total of 100 DBpedia entities whose
types consist of Agents, Events, Locations, Species, and
Works, and 40 entities of LinkedMDB related to Films and
Persons. On the basis of v1.0, ESBM v1.2 adds another 5
entities for each type of entity. We conducted the following
three comparison experiments on ESBM v1.0 in terms of the




experiment on ESBM v1.0 and v1.2 compared to other state-
of-the-art algorithms:
I Experiment I: First, we obtained the files of formal
context using the Entity Summarization Benchmark
datasets v1.0 and v1.2 [34]. After that, we convert-
ed the obtained files to adjacent matrices that are
formal contexts of entities, as initial data in our
experiments. Afterwards, we split the formal context
into two categories, original formal context (K0) and
incremental formal context (K1, K2, K3, K4, K5,
K6). For example, K2 means that the formal context
has two incremental attributes. For these entities,
we compared our proposed method with KAFCA in
terms of runtime.
I Experiment II: Second, we selected the entity@115
(refers to the entity with ID “115”) that contains
the largest number of predicates from all 140 en-
tities and divided these predicates into two parts,
original predicates and incremental predicates. In
this experiment, we aim to explore how the various
partitions of predicates influence the efficiency of
entity summarization.
I Experiment III: Third, we conducted experiments on
diverse predicate increment inc (inc=1, 2, 3) but with
the same number of objects to find out the variation
trend of the efficiency influenced by the predicate
increment.
I Experiment IV: Fourth, we compared IES-FCA to
KAFCA and other algorithms with regard to F1 −
measure, MAP and NDCG performance measure-
ments on both ESBM v1.0 and ESBM v1.2. Due to the
attribute increment does not affect the final results of
entity summarization, we set the attribute increment
inc = 3 in the experiments for Table 3 to 6. Addition-
ally, to study the influence of the uniqueness factor
of the ranking algorithm, the results of the weighting
tests are also provided. Concretely, we assign weight
α to len(entity) − hierarchy − redundancy and
(1− α) to uniqueness, respectively.
I Experiment V: Finally, to validate the rationality
and effectiveness of each factor in Equation (6), we
conduct the ablation study that only reserves one fac-
tor from importance, redundancy, and uniqueness.
The ablation study contains three different variants
of IES-FCA, including IES-FCAi, IES-FCAr, and IES-
FCAu that denote the importance, redundancy, and
uniqueness factors only considered in Equation (6),
respectively.
Fig. 5 (a), 5 (b), and 6 depict the result of Experiment I, II
and III, respectively. TABLE 1 and 2 show the improvement
of efficiency in Experiment II and statistics of entities in
Experiment III, respectively. TABLE 3, 4 present the results
of F1 − measure and MAP , and TABLE 5, 6 show the
results of F1−measure and NDCG for IES-FCA and other
algorithms, respectively. TABLE 7 presents the ablation test
results of F1−measure, MAP and NDCG on ESBM v1.0
and ESBM v1.2. Before discussing the experimental results,
we first introduce the evaluation criteria and comparison
approaches for our experiments.
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5.2 Evaluation Criteria and Protocol
In this section, we will introduce the evaluation criteria
that is adopted in [34], [36]. We utilize the following three
indicators: F1−measure (so-called F1-score), MAP (Mean
Average Precision), and NDCG (Normalized Discounted
Cumulative Gain). F1 − measure calculates the harmonic
average of the P (Precision) and R (Recall). MAP denotes
the mean of AP (Average Precision) for all entities, of which
AP is the average precision of the obtained summaries for
each entity. NDCG has been widely applied in the field













2 · P ·R
P +R
(7)
where Sm and Sh are summaries by a certain entity summa-





P (Sh, Sm(i− 1))
H
(8)
where M , H , Sm[i− 1], Sm(i− 1) represents the size of Sm,
the size of Sh, the i−1th element of Sm and the subset of Sm
that contains the elements from 0th to i− 1th, respectively.







Here, G denotes the number of the ground-truth summaries
for each entity by various human experts.
Let Sgt and Desc(e) represent a ground-truth sum-
mary and an entity description, respectively. For a triple
t ∈ Desc(e), the relevant function rel is defined as follows:
rel(t) =
{
1 if t ∈ Sgt
0 if t /∈ Sgt
(10)
where rel(t) = 1 means that it is relevant for the triple t
when t ∈ Desc(e) and t ∈ Sgt.
The NDCG of the ranking at position i(1 ≤ i ≤ I) can
















where I is with the setting parameters of 5 and 10 in the
experiments.
Note that, we first calculate the mean value of F1 −
measure, MAP and NDCG for 6 ground-truth summaries
by comparing the summarization result with each ground-
truth summary. Then, we further obtain the average scores
of the mean value of the three indicators (i.e., F1−measure,
MAP and NDCG) for all entities, respectively.
5.3 Comparison Approaches
Considering that KAFCA is one of the most relevant ap-
proaches to our work and performs better than other ap-
proaches, this paper aims to improve the efficiency as well
as the effectiveness of entity summarization compared with
KAFCA. Note that FACES [23] is also an incremental ap-
proach that leverages Cobweb for partitioning feature set,
while IES-FCA employs an incremental algorithm concept
lattice construction for the FCA-based entity summarization
approach. Nevertheless, this paper focuses more on the effi-
ciency improvement compared to KAFCA and thus, FACES
is excluded from the efficiency comparison experiment.
Accordingly, we use the following comparison approaches:
• Non-incremental Entity Summarization: The com-
pared entity summarization approach [14] is non-
incremental. This method employs initial and newly
added RDF triples R as input, and then formal
context K is obtained by the relationship between
tokenized objects and predicates of R, which are
regarded as objects and attributes in formal con-
text, respectively. After concept lattice is built by
BasicConcept(K) algorithm, the ranked RDF triples
are output according to Ranking Algorithm.
• Incremental Entity Summarization: The proposed
incremental method in this paper is based on the
compared entity summarization method, with the
addition of the IncrementalConcept(K1,K2) algorith-
m. The algorithm is an incremental construction al-
gorithm of concept lattice, the central idea of which
is to take the intersection of the extents of C1 and the
extents of C2 and then obtain the final concept lattice
by the intersection. Finally, we output the ranked
RDF triples using Ranking Algorithm.
TABLE 1
The Improvement of Efficiency in Experiment II.










The statistics of entities in experiment III.







For the consistency of inputs, we added the runtime of con-
cept lattice construction for original formal context into the
comparison approaches when we calculated the runtime.
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(a) The efficiency of our method compared
with baseline method for 140 and 175 enti-
ties.
(b) The efficiency of our method compared
with baseline method for the entity that
contains the largest amount of predicates.
Fig. 5. The results of Experiment I and Experiment II.
(a) inc = 1. (b) inc = 2. (c) inc = 3.
Fig. 6. The efficiency of our method compared with baseline method for the entity that contains the same number of objects and different predicate
increment.
The pre-processing time is not considered in the experimen-
tal results. Furthermore, we ran the comparison approaches
10 times for each result.
As shown in Fig. 5 (a), the result declares that our
method has better performance on the evaluation of run-
time than the compared method. The black and red curve
represent the runtime changes using 140 entities and 175
entities, respectively. Specifically, for the case of inc = 1,
the efficiency of entity summarization can be increased up
to 8.7% and 5.5 % than KAFCA for all 140 entities and 175
entities, respectively.
Fig. 5 (b) signifies that our incremental approach can re-
duce the time consumption dynamically for the entity@115
that contains the largest number of predicates. It is clear
that the difference of efficiency between KAFCA and our
method is distinct when the number of predicates is large.
Particularly, the data of efficiency improvement is listed in
TABLE 1. Note that the efficiency of entity summarization
can be raised up to 67%.
The results of Experiment III are reported in Fig. 6, where
all the entities have 40 objects, but with diverse number of
predicates. The number of predicates and the concepts of the
entities are detailed in TABLE 2. Looking at a single diagram
in Fig. 6, we can observe that the runtime increases with the
number of predicates as concepts increase. Interestingly, the
summary efficiency of entity@105 is lower than entity@27,
although entity@27 has more concepts. The reason is that
entity@105 has more predicates, which indicates that both
the number of predicates and concepts affect the efficiency
of entity summarization. Lastly, we can conclude that IES-
FCA performs better than KAFCA when different number
of attributes is added.
TABLE 3
F1-measure of the selected entity summarizers on ESBM v1.0.
Model DBpedia LinkedMDB ALL
k = 5 k = 10 k = 5 k = 10 k = 5 k = 10
RELIN [21] 0.250 0.468 0.210 0.260 0.239 0.409
DIVERSUM [22] 0.260 0.522 0.222 0.365 0.249 0.477
FACES [23] 0.272 0.439 0.160 0.259 0.240 0.388
FACES-E [4] 0.285 0.527 0.252 0.348 0.276 0.476
LinkSUM [25] 0.290 0.498 0.117 0.255 0.240 0.428
CD [24] 0.299 0.531 0.215 0.326 0.267 0.467

















TABLE 3 and 4 show the F1 − measure and MAP
results of entity summarization on ESBM v1.0 for the com-
parison approaches, which declares that the superiority of
IES-FCA by comparing with the state-of-the-art approaches.
Concretely, compared to other representative approaches,
the results of F1 − measure improvement range from
5.84% to 32.14% and the results of MAP improvement can
reach to 17.87%. For different α of the weighting tests of
the uniqueness factor, the best experimental results can
be reached when α = 0.2. Compared with the proposed
IES-FCA, the majority of results about F1 − measure and
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TABLE 4
MAP of the selected entity summarizers on ESBM v1.0.
Model DBpedia LinkedMDB ALL
k = 5 k = 10 k = 5 k = 10 k = 5 k = 10
LinkSUM [25] 0.246 0.386 0.120 0.254 0.210 0.348
FACES [23] 0.247 0.386 0.140 0.261 0.216 0.351
DIVERSUM [22] 0.316 0.511 0.269 0.388 0.302 0.476
RELIN [21] 0.348 0.532 0.243 0.337 0.318 0.476
FACES-E [4] 0.354 0.529 0.258 0.361 0.326 0.481
CD [24] - - - - - -



















MAP are improved when considering the weight of the
uniqueness factor into Equation (6).
TABLE 5
F1-measure of the selected entity summarizers on ESBM v1.2.
Model DBpedia LinkedMDB ALL
k = 5 k = 10 k = 5 k = 10 k = 5 k = 10
RELIN [21] 0.242 0.455 0.203 0.258 0.231 0.399
DIVERSUM [22] 0.249 0.507 0.207 0.358 0.237 0.464
FACES [23] 0.270 0.428 0.169 0.263 0.241 0.381
FACES-E [4] 0.280 0.488 0.313 0.393 0.289 0.461
CD [24] 0.283 0.513 0.217 0.331 0.264 0.461
LinkSUM [25] 0.287 0.486 0.140 0.279 0.245 0.427
BAFREC [26] 0.335 0.503 0.360 0.402 0.342 0.474
MPSUM [27] 0.314 0.512 0.272 0.423 0.302 0.486
ESA [29] 0.310 0.525 0.320 0.403 0.312 0.491
















NDCG of the selected entity summarizers on ESBM v1.2.
Model DBpedia LinkedMDB ALL
k = 5 k = 10 k = 5 k = 10 k = 5 k = 10
RELIN [21] 0.699 0.795 0.586 0.690 0.666 0.765
DIVERSUM [22] 0.646 0.757 0.589 0.714 0.630 0.745
FACES [23] 0.523 0.711 0.390 0.565 0.485 0.669
FACES-E [4] 0.735 0.836 0.674 0.765 0.718 0.816
CD [24] - - - - - -
LinkSUM [25] 0.505 0.699 0.371 0.574 0.467 0.663
BAFREC [26] 0.752 0.832 0.773 0.827 0.758 0.830
MPSUM [27] 0.745 0.831 0.694 0.787 0.730 0.819
ESA [29] 0.743 0.847 0.694 0.779 0.729 0.827
KAFCA [14] 0.737 0.851 0.640 0.754 0.709 0.823
IES-FCA 0.783(N 4.12%)
0.875





IES-FCA(α = 0.2) 0.782 0.875 0.703 0.787(N 0.001%) 0.760 0.850
TABLE 7
The results of ablation tests on ESBM v1.0 and ESBM v1.2.
Model DataSet Metrics DBpedia LinkedMDB ALL
k = 5 k = 10 k = 5 k = 10 k = 5 k = 10
IES-FCAi
v1.0 F1 0.335 0.530 0.242 0.406 0.308 0.494MAP 0.405 0.590 0.348 0.438 0.388 0.546
v1.2 F1 0.317 0.510 0.235 0.399 0.294 0.478NDCG 0.741 0.841 0.676 0.763 0.722 0.819
IES-FCAr
v1.0 F1 0.169 0.563 0.133 0.282 0.158 0.324MAP 0.259 0.638 0.230 0.335 0.245 0.393
v1.2 F1 0.171 0.342 0.135 0.282 0.161 0.325NDCG 0.611 0.722 0.550 0.684 0.594 0.711
IES-FCAu
v1.0 F1 0.335 0.563 0.333 0.436 0.334 0.526MAP 0.399 0.595 0.376 0.457 0.392 0.556
v1.2 F1 0.326 0.545 0.319 0.434 0.324 0.513NDCG 0.736 0.839 0.703 0.786 0.726 0.824
TABLE 5 and 6 present the F1 −measure and NDCG
results on ESBM v1.2 for the comparison approaches. An-
other three latest approaches [26], [27], [29] are added into
the comparison. Note that our proposed approach shows the
superiority over other approaches in the majority of settings.
Typically, compared with BAFREC, the F1 −measure and
NDCG improvement can be raised up to 6.58% and 4.12%
on the DBpedia dataset with the setting of k = 5, respec-
tively. On the LinkedMDB dataset, the difference between
IES-FCA and ESA is negligible with the setting of k = 5
on F1 − measure. In several settings, although IES-FCA
is inferior to BAFREC and MPSUM on the LinkedMDB
dataset, IES-FCA performs better than those approaches in
most settings. Moreover, IES-FCA performs better on the
DBpedia dataset than the LinkedMDB dataset. The reason
for this phenomenon is that the objects of RDF triples on the
LinkedMDB dataset are in the form of a specific number,
while the objects in DBpedia dataset are composed of sever-
al meaningful words. Namely, IES-FCA can distinguish the
relatedness among the objects of the RDF triples better on
the DBpedia dataset than that on the LinkedMDB dataset.
Similar with the results of weighting tests on ESBM v1.0,
the results of IES-FCA (α = 0.2) on ESBM v1.2 are the best
when α = 0.2 and better than IES-FCA in most settings.
TABLE 7 shows the results of ablation tests in terms of
F1−measure, MAP , and NDCG on both ESBM v1.0 and
ESBM v1.2. Clearly, it is concluded that the experimental
results that only consider uniqueness factor are better than
the results that only consider redundancy or importance
factor in Equation (6). Besides, the redundancy factor has
slight impact on the results of entity summarization, due
to many triples of the entity have no objects in common.
For instance, when the uniqueness factor is considered
only, the results of F1 − measure and MAP on ESBM
v1.0 reach to 0.526 and 0.556 respectively, which is higher
than the results with the consideration of redundancy or
importance factor. If the redundancy factor is considered
only, the F1 − measure value (0.325) and NDCG value
(0.711) on ESBM v1.2 are lower than the results that only
one of other two factors is taken into account.
Although, the effectiveness of entity summarization on
ESBM v1.2 in several settings shows unsatisfactory results,
overall, IES-FCA performs better entity summarization re-
sults than KAFCA and other approaches in most settings.
Note that, for all entities on ESBM v1.0 and ESBM v1.2,
IES-FCA shows the superiority over other approaches on
the F1−measure, MAP and NDCG. The weighting tests
illustrate that assigning higher weights to uniqueness factor
can facilitate the performance of entity summarization but
other factors are equally indispensable. The ablation study
verified the rationality and effectiveness of each factor in
Equation (6). The uniqueness factor has bigger influence
on the results of entity summarization than redundancy
and importance factors. In terms of the efficiency of entity
summarization, IES-FCA outperforms KAFCA on ESBM
v1.0 and ESBM v1.2.
6 CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents an efficient Incremental Entity Sum-
marization approach by utilizing FCA, named IES-FCA.
Through FCA, the underlying relationships between pred-
icates and objects in RDF descriptions of entity can be
discovered, which has been proved to be promising in entity
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summarization. Specifically, we have firstly formulated the
problem of incremental entity summarization and applied
an incremental algorithm of concept lattice construction to
entity summarization with FCA. Moreover, we have verified
the correctness of our proposed method mathematically. In
terms of efficiency, the experimental results indicate that
our approach performs better than KAFCA, a state-of-the-
art method for entity summarization. Under the best con-
ditions, the efficiency of incremental entity summarization
can be increased up to 8.7% than KAFCA for all entities.
Further, for the RDF descriptions of the entity that has
the largest number of predicates, the efficiency improve-
ment of entity summarization is up to 67%, compared to
KAFCA. Also, IES-FCA can achieve better summarization
results than KAFCA and other state-of-the-art approaches
in terms of F1 − measure, MAP and NDCG. As for the
future work, we are going to study further more complex
situations of incremental entity summarization, such as the
objects increment, predicates and objects increment simulta-
neously. In addition, to improve the performance on entity
summarization, we plan to investigate more fine-grained
ranking algorithms via considering the hierarchy of FCA
and various types of entities. Also, it would be interesting
to summarize and re-rank triples by automatically deciding
k and further optimize the results of entity summarization.
Concretely, the k can be trained by using deep reinforce-
ment learning with the comprehensive consideration of the
importance, redundancy, and uniqueness on triples.
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